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I had no idea back then how diverse Peru is. I felt like the options were so very good and so incredibly
different even though Peru is just one country. A trip there can take you through a variety of experiences,
cultures, and especially climates. Within the span of one week I had gone from the mountains of Cusco to the
jungles of the Amazon and then to the sand dunes of Huacachina, finishing in the capital of Lima. At no point
over the past six years of my traveling have I experienced so much variety in such a short time and within the
same country. I suggest staying in Baranca, a hipster neighborhood, or Miraflores, which is a seaside
neighborhood with lovely Airbnbs. Check out the catacombs in the city and visit Palomino island to see the
sea lions, finishing with a lovely sunset along the promenade in Miraflores. Huacachina So gorgeous can you
spot the dune buggy? Located about five hours south of Lima by bus, this desert oasis is perfect for an
overnight. Hop in a dune buggy in the late afternoon and enjoy the ride! You can either sled or sand down the
dunes and finish with a lovely sunset. Bonus points if you wake up and climb the dune for sunrise. To get
there, take a bus from Lima to Ica and then a taxi to Huacachina. Read the full Huacachina guide here. This is
the jumping off point for Machu Picchu, one of the seven ancient wonders of the world, which was a big
motivating factor for you to go to Peru in the first place, amiright? The town itself is lovely with Spanish
colonial architecture mixed with Incan structures. At the salt mines â€” Too cool! Read the full Cusco guide
here. Rainbow Mountain Yep, this is cool! Rainbow Mountain really is rainbow-y in person! For me, this was
a highlight of my Peru trip. Ideally, schedule it for after the Inca Trail or another trek in the area. Read more
about how to do Rainbow Mountain the right way here. Also known as the White City, Arequipa is a colonial
city framed by three volcanoes. For those who love history and architecture, the Plaza de Armas and the
17th-century neoclassical Basilica Cathedral and museum could easily take up a day on their own. The lake is
huge, after all. From here you can head south into Bolivia over the water. This is something I would like to try
in the future. You can read more about Lake Titicaca on this blog. Cordillera Blanca When you match the
scenery in your mint green jacket. Though the whole country truly is beautiful, the Cordillera Blanca mountain
range might be the crown jewel of Peru. Access via Huaraz from a stop in Lima. The bus ride takes hours,
which you can either do overnight or during the day. During my five days staying out in an off the grid
ecolodge in the jungle, I saw nine sloths, pink river dolphins, went swimming in the alkaline water which
honestly felt like a day spa, and got to canoe all in and around the mangroves. If crossing in from Columbia or
Ecuador, one could traverse through the Amazon to get into Peru as well. Iquitos is the perfect jumping off
point for this adventure, which you will need to either boat or fly into, as no roads lead into it. You can read a
lot more details about how to visit the Amazon here. The buses in South America generally can be pretty nice
with fully-reclining seats, depending on the company. Cruz del Sur is widely regarded as the best company in
terms of service and the quality of the buses, though it is slightly more expensive than the rest. This is the
method that I used to get from Lima to Huaraz and back. There is also a company called Peru Hop which
services backpackers with slightly nicer buses, and they make it a bit easier if your Spanish is lacking.
However if you can speak even a little bit, I recommend going the independent route as it is much cheaper.
You can read more about how to get around, what the accommodation and food is like, and how to stay
connected in my Peru guide. Though this is by no means an exhaustive list of all of the places in Peru, it can
get you started on planning the ideal itinerary. Get every new post delivered via email 3x posts per week, no
spam, ever. Read our privacy policy here.
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My husband and I counted over TEN different modes of transport during our trip, including plane, tuk-tuk,
van, shuttle bus, golf-cart, motorcycle, songthaew, long-tail boat, speed boat, metro, Uber, etc. Uber works in
a bunch of places around the country, and rates are normally cheaper than taxis and tuk-tuks. We flew within
the country to get around to the main areas which is much faster than any other mode of transportation. We
took three inter-country one-way flights: WiFi hotspots are a cost effective option to ensure you can use GPS
apps like Google Maps, check your emails, and catch up with friends and family while away. Note that some
cell phone plans allow for international use, but many of these are costly. Find more information and plan
options here. A true life saver. What to bring to Thailand: Appropriate clothing for temples: The flight is long
from most parts of the world 18 hours from West Coast USA, and ish hours from Europe without many
inexpensive direct flights, but I promise you, a trip to Thailand is well worth it! The staff really made our three
days in Bangkok so special, and were always willing to answer all our crazy tourist questions, make
reservations for us if need be, and refill our glasses with mango smoothies. And oh, that infinity pool was
absolutely to die for which we went in every chance we got! Check prices and reviews here. A perfect start to
any 2 week Thailand itinerary! If you have a full day or even half like we did and are up for it , I highly
recommend the following itinerary: With views overlooking the Chao Phraya River and Bangkok skyline,
there was no better way to spend the morning. Well, the pool plus my first mango smoothie of the trip! And oh
yea, the flower market is open 24 hours a day, and is located inside, so no matter the weather hot and humid or
hot and rainy: Be sure to rest up, as the next destination on Day 1 is busy, busy, busy, and even more chaotic
than you could ever imagine! There are a few different areas, with the more affordable stuff at Siam Center
and the luxury, high class goods at Siam Paragon. Check out Mango Tango for your first mango sticky rice
and mango smoothie! The perfect afternoon pick-me-up! And thankfully, there are numerous options to
choose from! We got there about an hour or so before sunset to ensure we got a good seat facing westward to
watch the sun go down. We had originally wanted to do this, but silly us waited until the last minute, and it
was completely sold out the entire duration of our time in Bangkok. If you go, make sure to tell me how it
was! Avani Riverside Bangkok Hotel Day 2: And plus, you can walk to all of them minus a super short boat
ride across the river. Make sure you wear appropriate clothing today. They are trying to persuade you to visit
different temples with them, bringing you to shops and restaurants in which they get a cut of the proceeds if
you buy anything. The scammers told us the Grand Palace was closed and we walked right past them, only to
find that the temple was very much open to visitors. And not miss out on the most important spots like we
unfortunately did. It is regarded as the most important Buddhist temple in Thailand! Wat Pho is famed for its
giant golden reclining Buddha standing at a remarkable 50 feet tall and feet long! We were so overwhelmed
with the glamorous yet immense temple grounds that we completely forgot all about the reclining Buddha
until we left! Note that the temple grounds are open 24 hours, but the temples close around 5: After exploring
in the morning, head on over to the Massage School and get a half or full hour Thai massage. I read online that
there is commonly a long line to get massages at the massage school within the grounds of Wat Pho, but we
did not have to wait at all. Guess it depends on the day, perhaps? Come right before sunset and the view will
be even better â€” the Grand Palace across the river against a beautiful Bangkok setting sun! We chose to head
back to the hotel, relax by the pool, and get ready for the night. No need to eat now because next up in the
itinerary includes dinner! It was a long tour and we were definitely tired and ready for bed afterwards, but
definitely a highlight of our trip! We found great photo opportunities around every corner, wonderful food
OMG the coconut ice cream , and an insight into a very different way of life. We opted to take an organized
group tour as many do , and were picked up at 7am to ensure an early morning start in order to avoid the heat
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and catch the market at its liveliest. Make sure to barter when buying anything! And good thing we came â€”
it ended up being one of our favorites in all of Thailand! We somehow ended up at Grand Mount at the most
perfect time â€” during sunset â€” which provided the most gorgeous views of the city and temple itself. Muy
Thai fighting is a martial art form originating from you guessed it â€” Thailand â€” and is so much more
impressive than any boxing or wrestling match in the USA. These fights incorporate attacks and maneuvers
utilizing fists, legs, elbows, and knees, and is absolutely fascinating to watch. The dedication these fighters
have to their sport with many super young, 15 or so! The fight we bought tickets for started at 6: Staying the
whole time is not mandatory, as we only stayed for four fights out of nine we felt like we had had enough by
that time. Note that we bought our tickets online ahead of time to ensure availability but am pretty sure you
can buy tickets at the door. Khao San Road is commonly dubbed as the center of the backpacking universe,
and that definitely holds true due to holding some of the cheapest accommodation in all of Thailand. The
scene is definitely not for everyone, but is a hugely popular tourist spot, so expect prices of food and drink to
be higher than normal here.
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Map by Liv Wan Illustration , used with permission. While in many countries going for food is simply
something that needs to be done to give you energy for other more exciting endeavours, eating in Taipei will
quickly become one of your favourite activities! The choice of food at the night markets can be overwhelming,
and my favourite way to tackle this problem was to walk through the entire market once to see what was on
offer and then slowly make my way back to the stands that I liked the most. I also munched my way through
some extra long potato sticks and joined a very long queue to buy some friend mushrooms â€” simply because
joining the queue seemed like the right thing to do! I also bought one last small snack to try, probably my
favourite of the night at located at the far side of the market, a mouth-watering pulled pork wrap covered in all
sorts of delicious secret salts and flavours! How to get here: We stayed at a hostel right next to the market and
it was a great base for 2 nights. Staying in an Airbnb? Cafes, Cartoons and Creative Parks On my second day
in Taipei, my friend Allison and I set off in search of some very random cartoon cafes and to check out the
creative parks that Taiwan is apparently quite famous for. I purchased a metro card definitely do thisâ€¦makes
life so easy and the we jumped on the metro to Dongmen MRT station which is the nearest metro to the super
funky Yongkang Street â€” known for its small boutiques and souvenir shops, cute cafes and umbrella shops
people here LOVE umbrellas! After an hour wandering, doing a little shopping and stopping to chat with some
shop owners over a coffee, we walked around the block, sort of just getting lost and taking it all in. We had
lunch more dumplings, thank you! We then hoped back on the metro and headed to Huashan Culture and
Creative Park. Creative parks are a relatively new addition to life in Taiwan and provide a fun and safe place
for local families and visitors, especially those with young children, to hang out for a few hours. There are
themed cafes and restaurants, shops and lots of exhibitions ranging from cartoon character Percy Pig to a
Japanese portrait photographer. Otherwise feel free to roam the area, take some funny photos or visit the small
brewery pub that sells delicious Canadian beers! Takes about 3 minute to walk to the creative park. While the
main streets are where you will find the big department stores, the back streets are home to cute cafes, a great
selection of restaurants and bars and some beautiful boutique stores. Allison and I stumbled across a very
small Korean restaurant for lunch which was quick, cheap and delicious. The perfect combination for a lunch
stop. This hotel is super fun and best of all, very cheap! Brave enough to try a capsule hotel?! Finally, we
finished off our day of eating, shopping and cafe visits at the hilarious Modern Toilet Restaurant. I could tell
you all about itâ€¦or you could just watch the video I made and laugh. There are so many beautiful things to
see and do here, but hiking to the top of Yangmingshan peak and admiring the view of Taipei is obviously the
most popular. You can take a bus right to the visitor centre and start the hike from there. Takes about 2 hours
to go up and down, depending on how fit you are how fast you hike uphill!! We also visited the Lengshuikeng
Hot Springs, and it was cool to deep our feet in the thermally heated water. The entire area is still active,
which makes sense considering how many volcanos there are in Taiwan! It was freezing cold so warmed us
right up which was a bonus. Bring snacks if you can! We also hiked around near the Milk Pond and the
Sulphur Lake it stinks , crossed the beautiful Fenglin Suspension Bridge and enjoyed the late afternoon
sunshine with the spectacular backdrop of the mountains in the distance. Take Taipei metro to Jiantan Station
and then catch the bus outside on the main road. If I could change anything about this Taipei Itinerary, I would
actually try to stay a night in Jiufen as I could not believe how picturesque the area was. Let me rewind
though, as our first stop of the day was Shifen Old Street and Shifen Waterfall â€” two must visit places in
Taipei and Taiwan. Taking the train here was all part of the adventure and reminded me how much I love
travelling my train. Shifen Old Street is most famous because of this trainâ€¦which runs right down the main
street of Shifen. When the train arrives in town, all the tourists on the streets have to quickly get off the tracks
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and start waving at all the new tourists. Once off the train, there are lots of delicious street food options and
you can pay a few dollars to paint your own sky lantern and let it off into the sky. Shifen Waterfall is
spectacular. Hot springs and Elephant Mountain On our 6th day we decided to relax in the morning with a late
breakfast and decided to put off any sightseeing until the afternoon. We then hopped on the metro to an area
famous for the Beitou Hot Springs, with the water in the stream running through town boiling hot and heated
from the local volcanic mountains. I absolutely loved visiting the Beitou Hot Springs, and thought they were
one of the most unusual things to see in the city. Once we had seen the stream, the village, the hot springs and
even tipped out toes into the public hot baths right near the station, we hopped back on the metro and headed
to Elephant Mountain, a hill in Taipei famous for its sunset views of the city. If you put just one amazing
sunset on your Taipei itinerary, make it this hike! To get Beitou, hop on the metro and get off at Beitou Mrt
station. I actually recommend staying in the area and checking into one of the famous spa hotels which have
hot springs INSIDE the hotel! Map by Liv Wan Illustration , used with permission Day 7: City sightseeing and
Tamsui Old Street On our final day we decided to see as much of the top attractions in Taipei as possible. If
you want amazing views of the city during the day, head to Taipei , a building that was once the tallest in the
world and is now the 5th tallest in Asia, and head right on up to the Starbucks on the 35th floor, said to be the
tallest Starbucks in the world. In , the government announced plans to focus the information presented within
the memorial hall on history, suffering, and human rights. Themes that tie together the like of President
Kai-Shek and these ideals are already being explored through various exhibits and presentations within the
hall. The beautiful Lungshan Temple, which dates back almost years, is the most well-known one in all of
Taiwan and is an interesting place to visit in daytime or the evening. The temple showcases traditional
Chinese architecture and was built to honour both Buddist and Taoist beliefs. The temple has long been a
meeting place for those new to the city. Stay tuned for more in-depth posts about my travels in Taiwan! Pin it
for later!
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We listed in detail everything we did in our two weeks on the South Island, hopefully, it helps you plan your
trip. We quickly, and most cost-effectively found our way from the airport to our rental van company via the
city bus and a nice walk through the city. After getting past the sticker shock of the groceries, and a quick
lesson on peanut butter from a friendly local, we settled on the American style, sorry but reports on the
vegemite will have to wait. Our backyard for the night: For our first night we pre-booked a campground, but
from here on out we plan to frequent the free DOC sites. I am glad we found this site, situated right on the
water with great views and a beach. My only complaint would be that I would have wanted more time here.
Shot using long exposures on a tripod We rallied ourselves with an afternoon nap before heading star gazing at
John, near Lake Tekapo, sits an observatory pointed at the southern skies. They guided our gazing, pointing
out everything from the moon too far away galaxies with their high powered telescopes. This trip came at a
perfect time because I have been excited to start pointing my camera toward the night skies for a while now,
and finally got a chance. I even got some one on one time with the resident photographer for some tips on
catching the stars. We had a nearly full moon on the night we were gazing which hindered seeing some stars,
but the views we got of the moon were out of this world sorry bad joke. Day 2 â€” Lake Tekapo Distance
Driven: Lake Pounawea Motor Camp Ground We rose a little late this morning since we were up past 2 am
the night before gazing at the stars. One of the critical supplies we picked up in Christchurch was a French
press coffee maker. Super excited not to be drinking instant coffee this morning, oh and the lake in the
background was nice too! Lake Pukaki Hannah showing how big Mt. As we pulled away from the rest stop
from the first night we pointed toward the town of Twizel and Lake Pukaki. As soon as we caught sight of the
aqua blue waters with Mt. Cook in the background we were more than happy to take the slightly longer route.
This is what I came to New Zealand to see, well not just this but you know what I mean. Oamaru We pulled
off to possibly sneak a peek of a penguin. However no one was home, and the only penguin we saw was on
the sign, at least it was on a yellow sign. Several are nearly 7ft 2m in diameter. I took a few shots with my
band new neutral density filter, with long 30 second exposures with Hannah behind me screaming that the
waves were going to carry my camera out to sea. The Catlins Our Backyard for the night: We did pull in just
in time to catch an awesome sunset just outside the grounds, over a near waveless pond. Day 3 Distance
driven: Te Anau itself is a cute little town with shops, restaurants, a very large bird statue. Surrounded by the
lake and mountains it was a nice way to spend a few hour before taking our tour. Well if worms that glow in a
giant cave in the side of a mountain is creepy to you, then yes it is. The famous worms are located just a boat
ride outside of Te Anau, about 25 minutes dock to the cave. The worms glow like a firefly or lightning bug,
but they use their special powers for evil. The Milford sound highway The highway from Te Anau has to be
one of the prettiest stretches of road I have taken in a while. We stopped at Mirror Lake, Eglinton River, and a
bunch of others. So we pulled out and head back to the next closest Cascade creek. It turned out to be a good
decision because deeper into the sites the views were great, complete with a sunset over tall peaks. Hannah
held down the camper van as I braved the sand flies to cook up our sausage and cream corn dinner. Besides
the pests and running out of gas before the corn was warm, our first cooked meal was good. I had to keep
looking over my shoulder to see if the trees had grown faces and started talking to me. The calm Lake Gunn
also held some amazing reflections of the distant mountains. If you take this road allow time for frequent
picture stops. Staggering landscapes are around every corner, with huge rock falls with waterfalls pouring out.
Starting in the bay and sailing out into the Tasman Sea, we had a beautiful day and took more pictures than I
could count. Day 5 distance drove: Queenstown Queenstown is like an amusement park within nature. There
is no shortage of thrills to be had, or things to jump off, or out of. Then why not follow that right up with a jet
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boat ride with a HP boat, through a narrow canyon? One of the best things we did during our two weeks in
New Zealand is jumped out of a plane! We went skydiving just outside of Queenstown with Nzone. Hannah
jumped from 12,ft over the beautiful Remarkables mountain range. Shotover Jet boat ride Why not put a jet
engine on a boat? Well, why stop there? Shotover Jet boat , the original jet boat, puts two jet engines on their
boats! These are a must try if you find yourself in Q-Town. It has already been a jam-packed day, full of
adventure sports, but we had one more activity in us before returning to our campervan for the night. We took
the gondola ride up nearly meters to the top of Queenstown for sunset. Depending on the time of the year the
sun hides behind one of the ridgelines, but it was still nice to see all the mountains painted with the soft light
of the setting sun. It was nice not to drive anywhere today, peaches our campervan got the day off. Day 6 Day
stats: A few major hikes start off here as well as some short, and day hikes. The town of people is perched on
the northern shores of Lake Wakatipu with a great mountain backdrop. Our tour with Dart River Jet Safari
started with a quick trip out to a very famous farm, featured in more than a few Hollywood films. Part of the
safari is a walk through a beech forest, a site that was said to be an inspiration for the walking trees in The
Lord of the Rings series. Learning about the trees and the forest and the makeup of this unique part of the
world was a nice way to spend the afternoon. After our walk, we boarded the jet boat to cruise the very windy
Dart River. As we cruised along at top speed our driver, who was also our knowledgeable guide, stopped
along the way to show us the river system and how it changes frequently. The river is a braided river which
can be completely different day to day. The jet boats handle the river with ease, powering through strong
currents and gliding over just inches of water. Glenorchy Lagoon Circuit Walk Across the lake from the town
of Glenorchy sits some sharp and interesting peaks, along with the rainy day we had made for some interesting
shots. We did the full circuit that winds through the lagoon with views of the mountain range. Suggested
Places to stay: It was surprisingly empty, being 6 km down a gravel road must stop most from staying here.
Day 7 Day stats: We challenge the home of the Bungy: Started 25 years ago right here in Queenstown, since
then countless people have made the 43 meter feet leap of faith. They can even dip you in the water during
your Bungy Jump. The Nevis 43 meters not high enough for you? Then head up the road some more to the
highest site in New Zealand the Nevis, at a dizzying meters ft from the bottom of the canyon below. Even
getting out to the platform to jump is intimidating. Suspended between the canyon walls by steel cables. The
only way out to the jump? A cable tram ride on the series of wires supporting the aluminum box from where
you jump. It is more of a combination of falling like Bungy Jump and flying. First, you are dropped 70 meters
straight down from there your momentum carries you across the canyon in an arch for nearly meters. Bonus
for all of those that want to jump but are too chicken, this one has the option for the Bungy operator to flip the
switch and send you on your way. We do not recommend consuming a giant Fergburger prior to jumping off a
bridge. A wide range of meats can hop on your bun including venison, chicken, and fish all with creative
names. I stuck with the beef, which was the best part of the burger for me, awesome patties. In Q-town we
found a few of our favorite watering holes with good specials to unwind after adventurous days. Day 8 Day
stats: Wine Tasting We explored the relatively young wine region around Queenstown with the
knowledgeable guides of The Queenstown wine trail. We sampled our way around four excellent wineries just
outside of the city. The region is best known for its Pinot Noir, being at a similar latitude to other successful
Pinot Regions in the world, they have their very own version. The conditions are right for the thin-skinned
Pont Noir grape as well as several other grapes including Pinot Gris. Point Noir being one of my favorite
styles, I had a great afternoon learning about what goes into making the red goodness, and what makes it
unique. The flight started in the clouds that were perched on the hillside takeoff point. With a few quick steps,
Hannah was in the air with the skilled and highly accomplished pilot of SkyTrek.
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If you're looking to get back to nature during your visit, a hiking trip to Yangmingshan National Park should definitely be
on your Taipei Itinerary. This was one of my favourite excursions of our entire trip and I couldn't believe how easy it was
to get out of the city, especially considering what a huge metropolitan city Taipei is!

A textual and imitative reproduction. Vol 3 London proved to me that I cannot always expect to understand
places that I have not been before. From history classes in high school to theory and history classes in college
I thought I was able to paint a pretty actuate portrait of what I thought London to be. I have even traveled to
London as a child, and many cities around the world reassuring me that I could confidently imagine what the
city would look and feel like once I inhabited it. I could not have been more wrong. From my very first day in
London I could tell immediately that the city felt so much larger and taller than I had expected. My memories
of London in the early were of a lower city, that felt more exposed to the light when walking through the
streets full of cobblestone and old renaissance inspired buildings. This was the exact opposite of what was
really there. The new buildings made the skyline of the city reach high into the clouds with the Chard, and
stretch wide into the distance with canary warf. I found myself with a group of friends that made the
experience of studying abroad and being in London much more of a beautiful experience. I had expected to
make loose friendships with people because I had to, but I met truly great people who enhance many different
parts of the trip I never expected. Kendra was able to show me art in completely new ways, looking modern
works through a new lens. Adrianne who is highly involved in greek life here at OSU made me realize many
things about back home, and allowed me to feel like I was part of the group which was an incredible moment
for me. They all allowed me to be a part of their experiences, CeCe and Sandy with plays and movies, all the
way to city planning and gentrification ideas. Posted by Zachary Butdorf at 3: Exploring London and the
English countryside has been an adventure. I experienced many surreal and unforgettable moments such as
walking on Millennium Bridge, wandering through the River Thames Promenade, absorbing the details of the
interior of Salisbury Cathedral, seeing the follies at Stourhead, and viewing London at sunset from the top of
One New Change. I am pleased to have acquainted myself with another city, while I learned more about
myself. I treasure the occasions wherein I explored London on my own; it was liberating to know that I could
take the tube without becoming lost, that I could fulfill travel errands without assistance, and that I could
navigate a city via foot without asking for directions. I have traveled many times in the past with my parents;
as such, with matters in connection to travel, I could always rely on them for help. Owing to my trip to
London, I am proud that I developed confidence as an independent traveler. I intend to revisit London with my
parents in the future, as I would like to see the city through their eyes. As I write this blog post, I am still in the
London state of mind. The memories I created in London will live in my mind for eternity.
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September 14, The Perfect Taiwan Itinerary: I for sure did not! A fitting name though, Taiwan is beautiful
indeed and really green! Even in the busy and modern capital Taipei, nature is just one MRT ride away.
Taiwan itinerary and travel guide In this post you will find: When our rented electric scooter died on a steep
hill in the middle of nowhere, the owner of our hotel came to our rescue. One of our Airbnb hosts showed us
his favorite restaurant and insisted on paying for us no less where we had the best beef noodle soup of our 1
month Taiwan trip. The owner of a fruit stall kept giving us free fruit and drinks because we came back a
couple of days in a row. Taiwanese people are super nice! Anyway, on to the point of this post: The ultimate
Taiwan itinerary Day Kenting National Park Day Sun Moon Lake Day Taipei part I Day Hualien and the
Taroko Gorge Day In Kenting National Park and Hualien we rented a scooter. In Kaohsiung , Tainan and
Taipei we used the public bicycle rental systems to get around. You can find the links to those posts in the
itinerary below. Things to do in Taiwan Day 1 â€” 3: Check out my post about things to do in Kaohsiung.
Kention National Park is beautiful, the beaches are pristine and the empty roads through lush jungle make it
the perfect place for a scooter road trip. An electronic scooter of course, very eco-friendly. Check out my post
about things to do in Kenting. Besides the Dutch Fort there are many beautiful temples in Tainan. In fact, there
are more Buddhist and Taoist temples in Tainan than in any other Taiwanese city! Check out my post about
things to do in Tainan. Taichung Unfortunately it was raining during our entire stay in Taichung. We made the
most of it though and went to the movies, ate wood-fire oven pizza and hung out in cute cafes. Day 12 â€”
We had planned to do lots of outdoor activities, like cycling around the lake and hiking up Mt. Taipei part I I
loved Taipei! Day 20 â€” There are steep cliffs, a stunning blue ocean, marble mountains and green jungle.
We spent 3 days in Hualien and used this relaxed city as a base to explore the famous Taroko Gorge and the
area south of Hualien. Check out my post about things to do in Hualien. Therefore we did not continue south
to Taitung, but went back to Taipei instead. But I sure would love to see more of the East coast of Taiwan!
Next timeâ€¦ Taiwan travel tips In general traveling around Taiwan is very easy. The country is safe,
well-organised and, as I said at the beginning of this post, the people are super friendly. Nevertheless, here are
some travel tips to make your Taiwan trip even easier: You can use this pass all over Taiwan to pay for
transport MRT, bicycles, bus, train, ferry, etc. The pass gives you a discount on the transport fares and saves
you the hassle of having to pay with coins. You can top up your credit in and Family Mart you can also pay
with your iPass in these shops and several others. We had reception everywhere, except in the tunnels on the
East coast. They will still try to help you though and Google Translate makes it a lot easier. How to get around
in Taiwan Public transport is excellent in Taiwan: You can also take a taxi or use the public bicycle system in
Taipei, Kaohsiung or Tainan. Where to find great budget accommodation in Taiwan In the table below you
can find the places we stayed at only the ones I recommend!
Chapter 7 : Two Weeks in New Zealand - The Complete South Island Itinerary | Getting Stamped
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Chapter 8 : Memory, History, Forgetting (è±†ç“£)
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DOWNLOAD PDF LOOKING BACK OVER AN ITINERARY:
RECAPITULATION
As I look back over , it definitely proved to be a RESET year as so many prophets foretold. He Told Me to Look to The
Sea. Enter your email address to.

Chapter 9 : Two Weeks in Thailand: A Complete 14 Day Thailand Itinerary
Stroll back toward the Duomo. No visit to Florence would be complete without a visit to its iconic cathedral! The Duomo
itself is free to enter, but the surrounding museums (including the bell tower, cupola, baptistery, and the underground
ruins below the Duomo) all require a ticket.
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